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KEY=A - CUMMINGS JUSTICE
A Moveable Empire Ottoman Nomads, Migrants, and Refugees University of Washington Press A Moveable Empire
examines the history of the Ottoman Empire through a new lens, focusing on the migrant groups that lived within its
bounds and their changing relationship to the state's central authorities. Unlike earlier studies that take an
evolutionary view of tribe-state relations -- casting the development of a state as a story in which nomadic tribes give
way to settled populations -- this book argues that mobile groups played an important role in shaping Ottoman
institutions and, ultimately, the early republican structures of modern Turkey. Over much of the empire's long history,
local interests inﬂuenced the development of the Ottoman state as authorities sought to enlist and accommodate the
various nomadic groups in the region. In the early years of the empire, maintaining a nomadic presence, especially in
frontier regions, was an important source of strength. Cooperation between the imperial center and tribal leaders
provided the center with an eﬀective way of reaching distant parts of the empire, while allowing tribal leaders to
perpetuate their own authority and guarantee the tribes' survival as bearers of distinct cultures and identities. This
relationship changed in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, as indigenous communities discovered new
possibilities for expanding their own economic and political power by pursuing local, regional, and even global
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opportunities, independent of the Ottoman center. The loose, ﬂexible relationship between the Ottoman center and
migrant communities became a liability under these changing conditions, and the Ottoman state took its ﬁrst steps
toward settling tribes and controlling migrations. Finally, in the early twentieth century, mobility took another form
entirely as ethnicity-based notions of nationality led to forced migrations. Understanding and Teaching the Modern
Middle East University of Wisconsin Press Many students learn about the Middle East through a sprinkling of
information and generalizations deriving largely from media treatments of current events. This scattershot approach
can propagate bias and misconceptions that inhibit students’ abilities to examine this vitally important part of the
world. Understanding and Teaching the Modern Middle East moves away from the Orientalist frameworks that have
dominated the West’s understanding of the region, oﬀering a range of fresh interpretations and approaches for
teachers. The volume brings together experts on the rich intellectual, cultural, social, and political history of the
Middle East, providing necessary historical context to familiarize teachers with the latest scholarship. Each chapter
includes easy- to-explore sources to supplement any curriculum, focusing on valuable and controversial themes that
may prove pedagogically challenging, including colonization and decolonization, the 1979 Iranian revolution, and the
US-led “war on terror.” By presenting multiple viewpoints, the book will function as a springboard for instructors
hoping to encourage students to negotiate the various contradictions in historical study. The Unsettled Plain An
Environmental History of the Late Ottoman Frontier Stanford University Press The Unsettled Plain studies agrarian life
in the Ottoman Empire to understand the making of the modern world. Over the course of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, the environmental transformation of the Ottoman countryside became intertwined with
migration and displacement. Muslim refugees, mountain nomads, families deported in the Armenian Genocide, and
seasonal workers from all over the empire endured hardship, exile, and dispossession. Their settlement and survival
deﬁned new societies forged in the provincial spaces of the late Ottoman frontier. Through these movements, Chris
Gratien reconstructs the remaking of Çukurova, a region at the historical juncture of Anatolia and Syria, and
illuminates radical changes brought by the modern state, capitalism, war, and technology. Drawing on both Ottoman
Turkish and Armenian sources, Gratien brings rural populations into the momentous events of the period: Ottoman
reform, Mediterranean capitalism, the First World War, and Turkish nation-building. Through the ecological
perspectives of everyday people in Çukurova, he charts how familiar facets of quotidian life, like malaria, cotton
cultivation, labor, and leisure, attained modern manifestations. As the history of this pivotal region hidden on the
geopolitical map reveals, the remarkable ecological transformation of late Ottoman society conﬁgured the trajectory of
the contemporary societies of the Middle East. The Politics of Mass Violence in the Middle East Oxford University Press,
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USA Laura Robson examines the interactions between international and regional political economies of oil and water,
and the increasingly explicit colonial and postcolonial politics of ethno-national identity centered around the question
of Palestine, arguing that the Middle East's emergence as a 'zone of violence' only developed over the past century.
The Struggle for the Eurasian Borderlands Cambridge University Press Major new account of the Eurasian borderlands
as 'shatter zones' which have generated some of the world's most signiﬁcant conﬂicts. Nomad's Land Pastoralism and
French Environmental Policy in the Nineteenth-Century Mediterranean World U of Nebraska Press During the
nineteenth century, the development and codiﬁcation of forest science in France were closely linked to Provence’s
time-honored tradition of mobile pastoralism, which formed a major part of the economy. At the beginning of the
century, pastoralism also featured prominently in the economies and social traditions of North Africa and southwestern
Anatolia until French forest agents implemented ideas and practices for forest management in these areas aimed
largely at regulating and marginalizing Mediterranean mobile pastoral traditions. These practices changed not only
landscapes but also the social order of these three Mediterranean societies and the nature of French colonial
administration. In Nomad’s Land Andrea E. Duﬀy investigates the relationship between Mediterranean mobile
pastoralism and nineteenth-century French forestry through case studies in Provence, French colonial Algeria, and
Ottoman Anatolia. By restricting the use of shared spaces, foresters helped bring the populations of Provence and
Algeria under the control of the state, and French scientiﬁc forestry became a medium for state initiatives to
sedentarize mobile pastoral groups in Anatolia. Locals responded through petitions, arson, violence, compromise, and
adaptation. Duﬀy shows that French eﬀorts to promote scientiﬁc forestry both internally and abroad were intimately
tied to empire building and paralleled the solidiﬁcation of Western narratives condemning the pastoral tradition,
leading to sometimes tragic outcomes for both the environment and pastoralists. Natural Disasters in the Ottoman
Empire Cambridge University Press Yaron Ayalon explores the Ottoman Empire's history of natural disasters and its
responses on a state, communal, and individual level. Plague and Empire in the Early Modern Mediterranean World
Cambridge University Press This is the ﬁrst systematic scholarly study of the Ottoman experience of plague during the
Black Death pandemic and the centuries that followed. Using a wealth of archival and narrative sources, including
medical treatises, hagiographies, and travelers' accounts, as well as recent scientiﬁc research, Nükhet Varlik
demonstrates how plague interacted with the environmental, social, and political structures of the Ottoman Empire
from the late medieval through the early modern era. The book argues that the empire's growth transformed the
epidemiological patterns of plague by bringing diverse ecological zones into interaction and by intensifying the
mobilities of exchange among both human and non-human agents. Varlik maintains that persistent plagues elicited
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new forms of cultural imagination and expression, as well as a new body of knowledge about the disease. In turn, this
new consciousness sharpened the Ottoman administrative response to the plague, while contributing to the makings
of an early modern state. Water on Sand Environmental Histories of the Middle East and North Africa Oxford University
Press Making environmental history accessible to scholars of the Middle East and the history of the region accessible
to environmental historians, Water on Sand opens up new ﬁelds of scholarly inquiry. Controlling Immigration A
Comparative Perspective, Fourth Edition Stanford University Press The fourth edition of this classic work provides a
systematic, comparative assessment of the eﬀorts of major immigrant-receiving countries and the European Union to
manage migration, paying particular attention to the dilemmas of immigration control and immigrant integration.
Retaining its comprehensive coverage of nations built by immigrants—the so-called settler societies of the United
States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand— the new edition explores how former imperial powers—France, Britain
and the Netherlands—struggle to cope with the legacies of colonialism, how social democracies like Germany and the
Scandinavian countries balance the costs and beneﬁts of migration while maintaining strong welfare states, and how
more recent countries of immigration in Southern Europe—Italy, Spain, and Greece—cope with new found diversity and
the pressures of border control in a highly integrated European Union. The fourth edition oﬀers up-to-date analysis of
the comparative politics of immigration and citizenship, the rise of reactive populism and a new nativism, and the
challenge of managing migration and mobility in an age of pandemic, exploring how countries cope with a surge in
asylum seeking and the struggle to integrate large and culturally diverse foreign populations. Heroin, Organized
Crime, and the Making of Modern Turkey Oxford University Press Heroin, Organized Crime, and the Making of Modern
Turkey explores the history of organized crime in Turkey and the roles which gangs and gangsters have played in the
making of the Turkish state and Turkish politics. Turkey's underworld, which has been at the heart of several
devastating scandals over the last several decades, is strongly tied to the country's long history of opium production
and heroin traﬃcking. As an industry at the centre of the Ottoman Empire's long transition into the modern Turkish
Republic, as important as the silk road had been in earlier centuries, the modern rise of the opium and heroin trade
helped to solidify and complicate long-standing relationships between state oﬃcials and criminal syndicates. Such
relationships produced not only ongoing patterns of corruption, but helped fuel and enable repeated acts of state
violence. Drawing upon new archival sources from the United States and Turkey, including declassiﬁed documents
from the Prime Minister's Archives of the Republic of Turkey and the Central Intelligence Agency, Heroin, Organized
Crime, and the Making of Modern Turkey provides a critical window into how a handful of criminal syndicates played
supporting roles in the making of national security politics in the contemporary Turkey. The rise of the 'Turkish maﬁa',
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from its origins in the late Ottoman period to its role in the 'deep state' revealed by the so-called Susurluk and
Ergenekon scandals, is a story that mirrors troubling elements in the republic's establishment and emphasizes the
transnational and comparative signiﬁcance of narcotics and gangs in the country's past. Nomads in the Middle East
Cambridge University Press The Cambridge World History Cambridge University Press Comprehensive account of the
intense biological, commercial, and cultural exchanges, and the creation of global connections, between 1400 and
1800. A History of Muslims, Christians, and Jews in the Middle East Cambridge University Press This book traces the
history of conﬂict and contact between Muslims, Christians, and Jews in the Ottoman Middle East prior to 1914.
Ottoman War and Peace Studies in Honor of Virginia H. Aksan BRILL Blending micro and macro approaches, the volume
covers topics from the sixteenth to twentieth centuries related to the Ottoman military and warfare, biography and
intellectual history, and inter-imperial and cross-cultural relations. Tribes and Empire on the Margins of NineteenthCentury Iran University of Washington Press Tribes and Empire on the Margins of Nineteenth-Century Iran traces the
history of the Bakhtiyari tribal confederacy of the Zagros Mountains through momentous times that saw the opening of
their territory to the outside world. As the Qajar dynasty sought to integrate the peoples on its margins into the state,
the British Empire made commercial inroads into the once inaccessible mountains on the frontier between Iran and
Iraq. The distance between the state and the tribes was narrowed through imperial projects that included the building
of a road through the mountains, the gathering of geographical and ethnographic information, and the exploration for
oil, which culminated during the Iranian Constitutional Revolution. These modern projects assimilated autonomous
pastoral nomadic tribes on the peripheries of Qajar Iran into a wider imperial territory and the world economy. Tribal
subjects did not remain passive amidst these changes in environment and society, however, and projects of empire in
the hinterlands of Iran were always mediated through encounters, accommodation, and engagement with the tribes. In
contrast to the range of literature on the urban classes and political center in Qajar Iran, Arash Khazeni adopts a view
from the Bakhtiyari tents on the periphery. Drawing upon Persian chronicles, tribal histories, and archival sources from
London, Tehran, and Isfahan, this book opens new ground by approaching nineteenth-century Iran from its edge and
placing the tribal periphery at the heart of a tale about empire and assimilation in the modern Middle East. A History of
the Ottoman Empire Cambridge University Press This illustrated textbook covers the full history of the Ottoman
Empire, from its genesis to its dissolution. The Climate of Rebellion in the Early Modern Ottoman Empire Cambridge
University Press The Climate of Rebellion in the Early Modern Ottoman Empire explores the serious and far-reaching
impacts of Little Ice Age climate ﬂuctuations in Ottoman lands. This study demonstrates how imperial systems of
provisioning and settlement that deﬁned Ottoman power in the 1500s came unraveled in the face of ecological
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pressures and extreme cold and drought, leading to the outbreak of the destructive Celali Rebellion (1595–1610). This
rebellion marked a turning point in Ottoman fortunes, as a combination of ongoing Little Ice Age climate events,
nomad incursions and rural disorder postponed Ottoman recovery over the following century, with enduring impacts on
the region's population, land use and economy. Proletarian and Gendered Mass Migrations A Global Perspective on
Continuities and Discontinuities from the 19th to the 21st Centuries BRILL Proletarian and Gendered Mass Migrations
connects the 19th- proletarian and the 20th-and 21st-century domestics and caregiver labor migrations and migration
systems in global transcultural perspective. It integrates male and female migrations and employs a systems approach
with human agency perspectives. Foundations of Modernity Human Agency and the Imperial State Routledge
Innovatively looking at the complex interactions between indigenous peoples and modern imperialism in Arabia and
Balkans, Foundations of Modernity challenges previous analytical models that attempt to capture the complexity of
human interactions during the1800-1912 period in ways that instigates the paradigmatic shift of the "Euro-centric"
perspective of modern world history. Migration in the Southern Balkans From Ottoman Territory to Globalized Nation
States Springer This open access book collects ten essays that look at intra-regional migration in the Southern Balkans
from the late Ottoman period to the present. It examines forced as well as voluntary migrations and places these
movements within their historical context, including ethnic cleansing, population exchanges, and demographic
engineering in the service of nation-building as well as more recent labor migration due to globalization. Inside,
readers will ﬁnd the work of international experts that cuts across national and disciplinary lines. This cross-cultural,
comparative approach fully captures the complexity of this highly fractured, yet interconnected, region. Coverage
explores the role of population exchanges in the process of nation-building and irredentist policies in interwar
Bulgaria, the story of Thracian refugees and their organizations in Bulgaria, the changing waves of migration from the
Balkans to Turkey, Albanian immigrants in Greece, and the diminished importance of ethnic migration after the 1990s.
In addition, the collection looks at such under-researched aspects of migration as memory, gender, and religion. The
ﬁeld of migration studies in the Southern Balkans is still fragmented along national and disciplinary lines. Moreover,
the study of forced and voluntary migrations is often separate with few interconnections. The essays collected in this
book bring these diﬀerent traditions together. This complete portrait will help readers gain deep insight and better
understanding into the diverse migration ﬂows and intercultural exchanges that have occurred in the Southern
Balkans in the last two centuries. British Imperialism and 'the Tribal Question' Desert Administration and Nomadic
Societies in the Middle East, 1919-1936 Oxford University Press, USA British Imperialism and 'The Tribal Question'
reconstructs the history of Britain's presence in the deserts of the interwar Middle East, making the case for its
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signiﬁcance to scholars of imperialism and of the region's past. It tells the story of what happened when the British
Empire and Bedouin communities met on the desert frontiers between the Mediterranean Sea and the Persian Gulf. It
traces the workings of the resulting practices of 'desert administration' from their origins in the wake of one World
War to their eclipse after the next, as British oﬃcials, Bedouin shaykhs, and nationalist politicians jostled to inﬂuence
desert aﬀairs. Drawn to the commanding heights of political society in the region's towns and cities, historians have
tended to aﬀord frontier 'margins' merely marginal treatment. Instead, this volume combines the study of imperialism,
nomads, and the desert itself to reveal the centrality of 'desert administration' to the working of Britain's empire,
repositioning neglected frontier areas as nerve centres of imperial activity. British Imperialism and 'The Tribal
Question' leads the shift in historians' attentions from the familiar, urban seats of power to the desert 'hinterlands'
that have long been obscured. Empire, Islam, and Politics of Diﬀerence Ottoman Rule in Yemen, 1849-1919 BRILL
Drawing on a broad range of sources in Ottoman Turkish and Arabic this book oﬀers a new interpretation of late
Ottoman imperial rule in Yemen and situates the Ottoman Empire among competing imperial powers in the long
nineteenth century. Empires to be remembered Ancient Worlds through Modern Times Springer Nature Rivers of the
Sultan The Tigris and Euphrates in the Ottoman Empire Oxford University Press, USA "Rivers of the Sultan oﬀers a
history of the Ottoman Empire's management of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in the early modern period. During the
early sixteenth century, a radical political realignment in West Asia placed the reins of the Tigris and Euphrates in the
hands of Istanbul. The political uniﬁcation of the longest rivers in West Asia allowed the Ottoman state to rebalance
the natural resource disparity along its eastern frontier. It regularly organized the shipment of grain, metal, and
timber from upstream areas of surplus in Anatolia and the Jazira to downstream areas of need in Iraq. This imperial
system of waterborne communication, the book argues, created heavily militarized fortresses that anchored the
Ottoman presence in Iraq, enabling Istanbul to hold in check foreign and domestic challenges to its authority and to
exploit the organic wealth of the Tigris-Euphrates alluvium. From the end of the seventeenth century, the convergence
of natural and human disasters transformed the Ottoman Empire's relationship with its twin rivers. A trend toward
provincial autonomy ensued that would localize the Ottoman management of the Tigris and Euphrates and shift its
command post from Istanbul to the provinces. By placing a river system at the center of analysis, this book reveals
intimate bonds between valley and mountain, water and power in the early modern world"-- Identifying with
Nationality Europeans, Ottomans, and Egyptians in Alexandria Columbia University Press Nationality is the most
important legal mechanism sorting and classifying the world's population today. An individual's place of birth or
naturalization determines where he or she can and cannot be and what he or she can and cannot do. Although this
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system may appear universal, even natural, Will Hanley shows that it arose just a century ago. In Identifying with
Nationality, he uses the Mediterranean city of Alexandria to develop a genealogy of the nation and the formation of
the modern national subject. Alexandria in 1880 was an immigrant boomtown ruled by dozens of overlapping regimes.
On its streets and in its police stations and courtrooms, people were identiﬁed by name, occupation, place of origin,
sect, physical description, and other attributes. Yet by 1914, before nationalist calls for independence and
decolonization had become widespread, nationality had become the deﬁning category of identiﬁcation, and nationality
laws came to govern Alexandria's population. Identifying with Nationality traces the advent of modern citizenship to
multinational, transimperial settings such as turn-of-the-century colonial Alexandria, where ordinary people
abandoned old identiﬁers and grasped nationality as the best means to access the protections promised by expanding
states. The result was a system that continues to deﬁne and divide people through status, mobility, and residency.
Nature and Empire in Ottoman Egypt An Environmental History Cambridge University Press In one of the ﬁrst ever
environmental histories of the Ottoman Empire, Alan Mikhail examines relations between the empire and its most
lucrative province of Egypt. Based on both the local records of various towns and villages in rural Egypt and the
imperial orders of the Ottoman state, this book charts how changes in the control of natural resources fundamentally
altered the nature of Ottoman imperial sovereignty in Egypt and throughout the empire. In revealing how Egyptian
peasants were able to use their knowledge and experience of local environments to force the hand of the imperial
state, Nature and Empire in Ottoman Egypt tells a story of the connections of empire stretching from canals in the
Egyptian countryside to the palace in Istanbul, from the forests of Anatolia to the shores of the Red Sea, and from a
plague ﬂea's bite to the fortunes of one of the most powerful states of the early modern world. The Land Is Mine
Sephardi Jews and Bible Commentary in the Renaissance University of Pennsylvania Press After their expulsion from
Spain in 1492, Sephardi Jews such as Isaac Abravanel, Abraham Saba, and Isaac Arama wrote biblical commentaries
that stressed the signiﬁcance of land. They interpreted Judaism as a tradition whose best expression and ultimate
fulﬁllment took place away from cities and in rural settings. Iberian-Jewish authors rooted their moral teachings in an
ethical treatment of the natural world, elucidating ancient agricultural laws and scrutinizing the physical context and
built environments of Bible stories. The Land Is Mine asks what inspired this and suggests that the answer lies not in
timeless exegetical or theological trends, but in the material realities of late medieval and early modern Iberia, during
a period of drastic changes in land use. The book uses a highly traditional source base in a decidedly untraditional
way. In Jewish Studies, Andrew D. Berns observes, biblical commentary is typically studied as an intramural activity.
Though scholars have conceded that Jewish scriptural exegesis welcomes material and ideas from other ﬁelds and
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traditions, little to no work treats premodern Hebrew Bible commentary as also drawing upon Classical and Christian
sources as well as contemporary writings on land management and political economy. Abravanel, Saba, and Arama
were engaged with questions that had broad resonance during their lives: the proper way to treat the land, the best
occupations to pursue, and the ideal setting for human community. Scriptural commentary was the forum in which
they addressed these problems and posed solutions to them. A work of intellectual history,The Land Is Mine
demonstrates that it is impossible to understand Jewish culture without considering the physical realities on which it
depended. Empire Unbound France and the Muslim Mediterranean, 1880-1918 Oxford University Press Empire Unbound
argues that European empires were not the bounded, stable entities that imperialists imagined. Gavin Murray-Miller
demonstrates that the era of 'new imperialism' which arose in the late 19th century fostered connections and
synergies between regional powers that inﬂuenced the trajectories of imperial states in fundamental ways. The
Archaeology of Capitalism in Colonial Contexts Postcolonial Historical Archaeologies Springer Science & Business Media
The Archaeology of Capitalism in Colonial Contexts: Postcolonial Historical Archaeologies explores the complex
interplay of colonial and capital formations throughout the modern world. The authors present a critical approach to
this topic, trying to shift discourses in the theoretical framework of historical archaeology of capitalism and colonialism
through the use of postcolonial theory. This work does not suggest a new theoretical framework as such, but rather
suggests the importance of revising key theoretical terms employed within historical archaeology, arguing for new
engagements with postcolonial theory of relevance to all historical archaeologists as the ﬁeld de-centers from its
traditional locations. Examining case studies from North America, South America, the Caribbean, Africa, Australia, the
Middle East, and Europe, the chapters oﬀer an unusually broad ranging geography of historical archaeology, with each
focused on the interplay between the particularisms of colonial structures and the development of capitalism and
wider theoretical discussions. Every author also draws attention to the ramiﬁcations of their case studies in the
contemporary world. With its cohesive theoretical framework this volume is a key resource for those interested in
decolonizing historical archaeology in theory and praxis, and for those interested in the development of modern global
dynamics. Empires and Indigenes Intercultural Alliance, Imperial Expansion, and Warfare in the Early Modern World
NYU Press The early modern period (c. 1500–1800) of world history is characterized by the establishment and
aggressive expansion of European empires, and warfare between imperial powers and indigenous peoples was a
central component of the quest for global dominance. From the Portuguese in Africa to the Russians and Ottomans in
Central Asia, empire builders could not avoid military interactions with native populations, and many discovered that
imperial expansion was impossible without the cooperation, and, in some cases, alliances with the natives they
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encountered in the new worlds they sought to rule. Empires and Indigenes is a sweeping examination of how
intercultural interactions between Europeans and indigenous people inﬂuenced military choices and strategic action.
Ranging from the Muscovites on the western steppe to the French and English in North America, it analyzes how
diplomatic and military systems were designed to accommodate the demands and expectations of local peoples, who
aided the imperial powers even as they often became subordinated to them. Contributors take on the analytical
problem from a variety of levels, from the detailed case studies of the diﬀerent ways indigenous peoples could be
employed, to more comprehensive syntheses and theoretical examinations of diplomatic processes, ethnic soldier
mobilization, and the interaction of culture and military technology. Contributors: Virginia Aksan, David R. Jones,
Marjoleine Kars, Wayne E. Lee, Mark Meuwese, Douglas M. Peers, Geoﬀrey Plank, Jenny Hale Pulsipher, and John K.
Thornton The Ashgate Research Companion to Modern Imperial Histories Routledge Written by leading scholars, this
collection provides a comprehensive and authoritative overview of modern empires. Spanning the era of modern
imperial history from the early sixteenth century to the present, it challenges both the rather insular focuses on
speciﬁc experiences, and gives due attention to imperial formations outside the West including the Russian, Japanese,
Mughal, Ottoman and Chinese. The companion is divided into three broad sections. Part I - Times - surveys the three
main eras of modern imperialism. The ﬁrst was that dominated by the settlement impulse, with migrants - many
voluntarily and many more by force - making new lives in the colonies. This impulse gave way, most especially in the
nineteenth century, to a period of busy and rapid expansion which was less likely to promote new settlement, and in
which colonists more frequently saw their sojourn in colonial lands as temporary and related to the business mostly of
governance and trade. Lastly, in the twentieth century in particular, empires began to fail and to fall. Part II - Spaces studies the principal imperial formations of the modern world. Each chapter charts the experience of a speciﬁc empire
while at the same time placing it within the complex patterns of wider imperial constellations. The individual chapters
thus survey the broad dynamics of change within the empires themselves and their relationships with other imperial
formations, and reﬂect critically on the ways in which these topics have been approached in the literature. In Part III Themes - scholars think critically about some of the key features of imperial expansion and decline. These chapters are
brief and many are provocative. They reﬂect the current state of the ﬁeld, and suggest new lines of inquiry which may
follow from more comparative perspectives on empire. The broad range of themes captures the vitality and diversity of
contemporary scholarship on questions of empire and colonialism, encompassing political, economic and cultural
processes central to the formation and maintenance of empires as well as institutions, ideologies and social categories
that shaped the lives both of those implementing and those experiencing the force of empire. In these pages the
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reader will ﬁnd the slave and the criminal, the merchant and the maid, the scientist and the artist alongside the
structures which sustained their lives and their livelihoods. Overall, the companion emphasises the diversity of
imperial experience and process. Comprehensive in its scope, it draws attention to the particularities of individual
empires, rather than over-generalising as if all empires, at all times, and in all places, behaved in a similar manner. It
is this contingent and historical speciﬁcity that enables us to explore in expansive ways precisely what constituted the
modern empire. Mentoring, Methods, and Movements: Colloquium in Honor of Terence K. Hopkins by His Former
Students and the Fernand Braudel Center for the Study of Economies, Historical Systems, and Civilizations Ahead
Publishing House (imprint: Okcir Press) Terence Kilbourne Hopkins (1929-1997) was a hidden gem of the ﬁeld of worldsystems studies who contributed indispensably to its foundation amid a lifelong collaboration and friendship with
Immanuel Wallerstein. His pedagogical humanism, methodological rigor, and scientiﬁc commitment to social change,
merged with his creatively ﬂexible administrative skills to found the Graduate Program in Sociology at Binghamton
University (SUNY). The student-centered, autonomous program fostered the formation of critically-minded scholars
who pursue transdisciplinary sociology while fusing deeply personal commitments to long-term, large-scale social
change. In this signiﬁcantly updated twentieth anniversary second edition of Mentoring, Methods, and Movements,
Terence K. Hopkins’s former students organizing and contributing to a colloquium in his honor a few months before his
untimely passing in January 1997 share key insights about what made him so unique and impactful in shaping their
practices of engaged sociology—informed by an always open, dynamic, and self-reinventing World-Systems Analysis.
The new edition includes a comprehensive chronological works/citations bibliography of Terence K. Hopkins, a new
postscript essay reﬂecting and building on other contributions in the volume, updates on the contributors’ background
and works, a reorganized photo gallery and cover design, and a detailed subject index that can be a helpful guide to
the many aspects of Hopkins’s thought and pedagogy from the points of view of his students/colleagues. From the
Inside "For several years now we sociologists have heard much talk about structure and agency .... This distinction can
make little sense to students of Hopkins, who always insisted that social structures are formed, reproduced, and
reformed by the agency of actors. ..."-Walter Goldfrank, U.C. Santa Cruz "How did Terry do it?" -William G. Martin,
Binghamton University "Hopkins's insistent questioning opened the door to the creation of an alternate apparatus of
discourse, the very ﬂexibility of which allows the emerging debates of world-scale historical social sciences to be
joined ...."-Ravi A. Palat, Binghamton University "... Hopkins was attacking the idiographic-nomothetic distinction
through the pedagogy. The pedagogy assumed that the student had to work hard as a student "inventing" and then
had to continue inventing forever after."-Immanuel Wallerstein, Yale University "But then again I cannot think of a
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better way to reﬂect on Hopkins's work than approaching it from a personal perspective. That is how he always
approached his own work, after all, and he encouraged us to do so as well." -Resat Kasaba, University of Washington
"... The vision of methods Terence Hopkins has oﬀered includes this invitation to a special sort of imaginative social
action: think the past to make a past with the purpose of making the future by thinking a future." -Richard Lee,
Binghamton University "This is not going to be a personal speech, but the invisible hand of Terence K. Hopkins lies
about me and in most of what I've written since I left Binghamton. ... " -Philip McMichael, Cornell University "The study
of regionalism vis-a-vis globalism parallels the two poles of Terence Hopkins's own intellectual development which
began with the study of small group interaction and culminated with a focus on the dynamics of the world-system. ..." Elizabeth McLean Petras, Scholar and Author "... even the Hopkins phrases were not immune to skeptical support.
Exhibiting his characteristic penchant for sustained auto-critique, Hopkins wrote in the margins of the paper ..." Beverly Silver, Johns Hopkins University "... He was a tireless and merciless critic. Yet I never felt demeaned or
belittled. ... He pounded home time and again that it was not helpful to view race and class as binary opposites, ...." Rod Bush (1945-2013), St. John's University "... key points in the work of Hopkins elucidate productive ways of meeting
the criteria set by feminists for the study of gender. ...World-systems analysis has thus far not dealt with subjective
and objective, self and society as dimensions of the modern world-system. Critique of these as discrete units of
analysis is implicit in world-systems analysis, but focused attention on these is the contribution of feminist theory to
the discussion of unit of analysis."-Nancy Forsythe, Feminist Scholar and Activist "... The time I was fortunate to spend
with him allowed me to have a sense of his profound concern about the welfare of humanity and commitment to the
cause of the unprivileged ...." -Lu Aiguo, Inst. of World Economies and Politics, Chinese Academy of Social Science,
Beijing "It was not what Hopkins actually said to me that mattered, not his educational program nor even his
parenthetical letters, but what he is (and now what he was), a style of being alive, a magical dance he does with his
body or with you or with parts of who he was ... a dance in which he laughs, turning away just enough to help you see
it is not you he is laughing at, but us." -Evan Stark, Rutgers University "Gathered in this volume ... are sociologically
imaginative world-systems analyses of Terence K. Hopkins, amid the world-historical public issues that deeply troubled
him personally and are even more prevalent today." -Mohammad H. Tamdgidi, UMass Boston /OKCIR Reading Clocks,
Alla Turca Time and Society in the Late Ottoman Empire University of Chicago Press Reading Clocks, Alla Turca
explores the technological and social aspects of Ottoman temporal culture, where religious and secular powers
competed and colluded for authority, the army tried to rationalize its systems of training and communication, and
schoolboys complained about how long classes were. The conﬂicts that played out on the ﬁeld of temporal systems
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were not along the axes one might expect, with secular, urban, rationalist, modernizing, and Europeanizing forces
arrayed against rural, traditional, religious, and nationalist people and parties. Rather, religious institutions saw the
rationalization of temporal culture as a way to extend their authority (the muezzin s call to prayer was the traditional
way of counting the hours of the day, after all), and urban elites proclaimed their nationalism and their religiosity by
their watches, both timepiece and jewelry. The image of Europe was, in a mirror of European Orientalism, deployed as
both a rationalist model to be emulated (by, for example, the military) and a negative model of lazy and late
aristocratic carelessness (by government administrators). Exploring sources as varied as lyric poetry, military manuals,
school and military memoirs, and ferry timetables, Avner Wishnitzer lays out the full richness of Ottoman temporal
culture in the nineteenth century." The Circassian The Life of Esref Bey, Late Ottoman Insurgent and Special Agent
Oxford University Press Esref Kuscubasi remains controversial in Turkey over ﬁfty years after his death. Elsewhere the
man sometimes called the "Turkish Lawrence of Arabia" is far less known but his life oﬀers fascinating insights into the
traumatic, increasingly violent struggles that ended the Ottoman Empire and ushered in the modern Middle East.
Drawing on Esref's private papers for the ﬁrst time, these pages tell the story of the making of a headstrong "selfsacriﬁcing" oﬃcer committed to defending the empire's shrinking borders. Esref took on a string of special
assignments for Enver Pasha, the rapidly rising star of the Ottoman military, ﬁrst in Libya against the Italians, then in
the Balkan Wars and World War I, before being captured by the forces of the Arab Revolt and turned over to the British
and imprisoned on Malta. Released in 1920, he joined the national resistance movement in Anatolia but fell out with
Mustafa Kemal's leadership and switched sides, earning him banishment from the Turkish Republic at its founding and
exile until the 1950s. Never far from the action or controversy, Esref's dynamic story provides an important
counterpoint to the standard narrative of the transition from empire to nation state. " Britain's Levantine Empire,
1914-1923 Oxford University Press Britain's Levantine Empire, 1914-1923 tells a unique history of the impact of British
soldiers and government policy on the Eastern Mediterranean during the First World War and its aftermath. Selim III,
Social Control and Policing in Istanbul at the End of the Eighteenth Century Between Crisis and Order BRILL In Selim III,
Social Order and Policing in Istanbul at the End of the Eighteenth Century Betül Başaran examines Selim III’s social
control measures and Istanbul’s dynamic population, urging us to go beyond mechanistic models of borrowing that
focus primarily on European inﬂuence in discussions of Ottoman “modernity”. From Dust to Digital Ten Years of the
Endangered Archives Programme Open Book Publishers Much of world’s documentary heritage rests in vulnerable,
little-known and often inaccessible archives. Many of these archives preserve information that may cast new light on
historical phenomena and lead to their reinterpretation. But such rich collections are often at risk of being lost before
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the history they capture is recorded. This volume celebrates the tenth anniversary of the Endangered Archives
Programme at the British Library, established to document and publish online formerly inaccessible and neglected
archives from across the globe. From Dust to Digital showcases the historical signiﬁcance of the collections identiﬁed,
catalogued and digitised through the Programme, bringing together articles on 19 of the 244 projects supported since
its inception. These contributions demonstrate the range of materials documented — including rock inscriptions,
manuscripts, archival records, newspapers, photographs and sound archives — and the wide geographical scope of the
Programme. Many of the documents are published here for the ﬁrst time, illustrating the potential these collections
have to further our understanding of history. Under Osman's Tree The Ottoman Empire, Egypt, and Environmental
History University of Chicago Press Osman, the founder of the Ottoman Empire, had a dream in which a tree sprouted
from his navel. As the tree grew, its shade covered the earth; as Osman’s empire grew, it, too, covered the earth. This
is the most widely accepted foundation myth of the longest-lasting empire in the history of Islam, and oﬀers a telling
clue to its unique legacy. Underlying every aspect of the Ottoman Empire’s epic history—from its founding around 1300
to its end in the twentieth century—is its successful management of natural resources. Under Osman’s Tree analyzes
this rich environmental history to understand the most remarkable qualities of the Ottoman Empire—its longevity,
politics, economy, and society. The early modern Middle East was the world’s most crucial zone of connection and
interaction. Accordingly, the Ottoman Empire’s many varied environments aﬀected and were aﬀected by global trade,
climate, and disease. From down in the mud of Egypt’s canals to up in the treetops of Anatolia, Alan Mikhail tackles
major aspects of the Middle East’s environmental history: natural resource management, climate, human and animal
labor, energy, water control, disease, and politics. He also points to some of the ways in which the region’s dominant
religious tradition, Islam, has understood and related to the natural world. Marrying environmental and Ottoman
history, Under Osman’s Tree oﬀers a bold new interpretation of the past ﬁve hundred years of Middle Eastern history.
The Margins of Empire Kurdish Militias in the Ottoman Tribal Zone Stanford University Press Following the story of a
Kurdish tribal militia employed by the Ottoman state, this book explores the contradictory logic of how states
incorporate those they ultimately aim to suppress and how groups who seek autonomy from the state often attempt to
do so through state channels.
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